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Welcome to the first edjt]pp gf TALKABOUT. the newsletter of People
Living with AIDS (NSWJ. The aim of the newsletter is to provide a voice for
the people most often unheard iIT the AIDS crisis - the people infected and
affected by HIV themselves. TALKABOUT is your voice : a means of getting
in touch with others, expressing your opinions, concerns and demands;
asking questions; sharing your experiences and knowledge; hearing news
relevant to us - the people living with AIDS.

This edition has been put together by a small collective for the primary
purpose of introducing ourselves and advertising upcoming importar1t events.
All those on our membership list will receive a copy, together with other
groups who we think will be interested. For the forthcoming issues we want
YOUR contributions. Please send articles, lette··s or whatever you think is
of inte,·est to People Living with AIDS (NSW), P.O. Box 1359 Darlinghurst
Sydney 2010. To become a member or become involved in any of our activities
please fill out and return the membership applications at the back of this
edition.
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Convenors' ReQort

The National People Living
with AIDS Coalition
(NPLWAC) was formed at the
Third National AIDS
Conference in Hobart,
August 1988. The ilMlediate
aims of the Coalition were
to bring toget~er all
People Living with AIDS
(refered to hereafter as
PLWAs) whether they have
full AIDS, ARC, or are
antibody positive. The
Coalition aims to bring
together all persons
infected and affected by
HIV; this includes their
lovers, family, friends
and primary carers.

The first committee
meeting of the NPLWAC was
held in Adelaide on the
18th, 19th and 20th of
November, 1988. Two
delegates from each state
and territory attended
with the main emphasis on:
*statement of purposes of

the NPLWAC
*the aims of the NPLWAC
*the objectives of the

NPLWAC
*the bill of rights of

NPLWAC and
*to draft a constitution

for the NPLWAC

The second National
Conference will be held in
conjunction with the
Living Well II Conference
in Sydney in February,
1989.

People Living with AIDS

(NSW) was formed at a
public meeting on 28
September, 1988. We were
elected as interim
representatives for NSW
until formal
constitutional matters
have been resolved.

The invnediate aims and
objectives of PLWA (NSW)
are as follows: '

*to distribute current
available information
related to the treatrnent
practices of HIV infection
(both medical and
holistic) and management
of HIV related conditions.
*To provide an outlet for

expression of HIV related
experiences by HIV
affected community members
*to inform re supportive

and related services
*to educate the community

at large of issues
regarding HIV infection
*to organise the "Living

Well II" conference on 11
& 12 February, 1989 at the
Sydney Institute of
Education auditorium
*to organise a float, in

conjunction with the
Maitraya Day Centre, for
the 1989 Sydney Gay and
Lesbian Mardi Gras to
provide a high profile for
PLWAs.

There are a number of
working groups which we
encourage our readers to
participate in and commit
themselves to. Some have

obvious priority:
*Mardi Gras Working Group
*Newsletter/Membership/Pub

licity Working Group~
*Conference Working Group
*A 1 ternat i ve

Treatment/Therapy Working
Group
*Constitutional Working

Group
*Fundraising Working

Group

We encourage your
participation through, for
example, writing letters,
working groups,
contributions of money. We
aim to produce the
newsletter bi-monthly
which will eventually be
nationally distributed but
based in Sydney.

The Newsletter will also
eventually include a
"Singles Column"
recognising that People
Living with AIDS have
emotional and sexual needs
also.

In our fight against
stigmatization and
isolation faced by PLWAs,
our sexuality must not
divide us. It is difficult
enough to cope with a
positive diagnosis, let
alone to identify as a
Person Living with AIDS,
not a "victim" or a
"sufferer". So come out
and join us!

Paul and Irwin
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Talkabout

People Living with .Aidr (NSW) announce

LIVING WELL 2 CONFERENCE
A 2-day conference for People Living With Aids, their friends, carers, family.

, -

Saturday & Sunday, February 11th & 12th, 1989
Sydney Institute of Education Auditorium

Conference Aims:
• Provide a forum for discussion of common issues and problems
• Discuss strategies to address issues and problems
• Provide up-to-date information on Aids issues
• To assist the development and extension of support networks
• To discuss formal structures for People Living With Aids (NSW)

to ensure effective pressure for response to our needs

Conference Structure:
The conference will consist of special interest workshops and several plenary sessions.
Workshops currently scheduled include:
• Current drug treatments
• Alternative therapies and treatments
• Relaxation
• Diet
• Nutrition
• Stress management

• Care services
• Empowering People Living With Aids
• Aids and your rights
• HIV positive Women
• Partners of People Living With Aids
• Parents/families of People Living With Aids

We are keen to hear from poopte- • interested in Iacilitnt ing c111e of these workshops or •
writing a brief discussion paper or • suggestions for other workshops

Please contact the Conference Organizers through Terry Giblett at ACON (02) 211 0499

Who would we like to see there? • Everyone and anyone affected by HIV infection

(Thu1 conference is org e nrzod t,y Pt:ople Uv.111K Wilh A1dR (NSWJ w1L/1 the &F•~iRLAnce uf the S)rlllL') Gef & Lc111l,1~n M111rd1 r:raR AA8oc11tion And Lhe Aide Council of NSW)
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TalkabOUt

WHY A CONFERENCE?

As part of the process of
forming and setting up
PLWA (NSW) it is important
to provide a forum for
discussion for as many
different people as
possible who are infected
and affected by HIV. This
will hopefully ensure that
the PLWA is structured in
such a way as to recognise
as accurately as possible
the views and issues
experienced by this
diverse range of people.

We hope to have
representation and
participation from groups
as diverse as prostitutes,
IVDUs, those infected from
transfusions, gay men,
women, youth, aborigines
carers, lovers, friends
and family of etc. This is
not an exhaustive list and
we would like to hear from
these and other groups who
wish to be involved.

At this stage it is
envisaged the conference
will consist of two main
streams.

The first series of
workshops will be for
groups such as those above
to discuss specific
experiences of HIV and the
issues and problems that
they face as people
infected or affected by
AIDS. At a final plenary
session these groups will
present the results of

workshops to the
conference. This will
hopefully promote
discussion on how these
different groups might
develop strategies to meet
identified goals,
individually or
co 11 ect i ve 1 y.

It is hoped that from this
a viable organizational
structure and future
directions for PLWA (NSW)
can be decided in order to
best meet the needs of
a 11.

The second stream is aimed
for people wishing to find
out more information on
AIDS. It is anticipated
there will be a series-of
information and discussion
sessions on issues such
as: current drug
treatments, trials and
research; alternative
therapies and treatments;
stress management; diet
and nutrition. At this
stage we are still open to
suggestions regarding
possible workshop leaders
and topics to be
presented. If you have
ideas or are willing to
conduct such workshops
contact Terry Giblett,
conference coordinator, on
211 0499 as soon as
possible.

These two streams will run
concurrently.

To encourage informed

debate we would like
people to present
discussion papers which
could be circulated ~rior
to the conference for
consideration. These
papers could canavas such
issues as: the emotional
impact of HIV diagnosis;
experiences of
discrimination; impact on
family; how to maintain a
healthy and positive
attitude to life; legal
issues facing people with
HIV or those identified as
"high risk"; sexuality and
morality.

These are only some
possibilities. If you have
any other issues you would
like to address in a paper
please do not hesitate to
contact Terry Giblett or
send your papers to:

PLWA (NSW)
P.O. Box 1359

Darlinghurst 2010

We look forward to seeing
as many people at this
conference as possible. It
is hoped the result of
this conference will
result in greater
communication, and
understanding between all
PLWAs, as well as the
empowerment of people
infected and affected by
AIDS.

The needs of PLWAs must be
heard.

-
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World AIDS Day Report:

Events around World AIDS
Day on 1st December 1988
were a great success for
all People in NSW who are
infected and affected by
HIV. The most prominent
and exciting event for
many of us was the launch
of the Australian Quilt
Project. This was the
first event on the
calendar for World AIDS
Day and thanks to the
support of people like Ita
Buttrose who launched it
for us, the Quilt
attracted lots of media
interest. Further
information about the
Quilt can be found later
in the newsletter.

Other events included the
Martin Place Rally for
People Living With AIDS.
This rally attracted well
over 500 people and
considering its public
location I think we can
all be heartened and
pleased that so many came
to support us and assist
us in telling the world
what we've been doing
about AIDS. Great
speeches by Vince
Lovegrove and Jim Dykes
really helped set the mood
and the rally ended with
the release of 1 000
balloons to symbolise the
now over 1 000 cases of
AIDS in Australia.

But Thursday did not see
the end of all the
activity. We all gathered
in Green Park,
Darlinghurst on Saturday
afternoon the 3rd and a
great time was had by
all. A 11 the voluntary
organisations that provide
service for People with
AIDS were represented and
during the afternoon
several hundred people
turned out to see the
Quilt on display around
the rotunda and find out
more about what other
people had been doing.
The day was filled with
laughter as the Safe Sex
Sluts competed for the
crown of Safe Sex Slut
1988. Other activities
included the Tug-of-War
which was won by Ankali.

Finally the last event of
the World AIDS Day
activities for the
corrmunity was the Carer's
Party at the Australian
Museum. This proved to be
quite an event in itself.
With speeches from Gerry
Davies from Ankali
thanking all the
organisations for there
assistance during his
lover's illness and also
the wonderful speech from
Ruth Cotton, Manager of
the AIDS Bureau who showed
us all that the Bureau

does understand and
support us.

All these events proved to
be highly successful
because People LivinB with
AIDS were prepared to
attend them. Of course I
had many frustrations in
organising these events,
however for the most part
it was great fun. Seeing
the end result of People
Living with AIDS standing
up publicly and honestly
letting the world know
what this disease is
really like made it for me
very worthwhile. If we
remember that as a
cOOYnunity, even as a new
one such as ours which we
call People Living with
AIDS (NSW), we can stand
together and we achieve
everything that we need
and deserve. My many
thanks go to you all who
attended World AIDS Day
events and now let's all
look forward together and
continue to show Australia
how compassion, caring and
understanding can indeed
beat AIDS.

Thank you all.

Terry Giblett
Project Officer
Wor 1 d AIDS Day
14. 12. 88
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PROJECT
/

AN i\lJSTl{1\l.l1\N i\llJS 1\11-:1\1< >Rl,\I.

A 11 )S ( :rn11wil uf New Sowh Waln Inc.
Iii! Sophia S1 rcet , Surry Hill~

I' 0. Hox 1.'iO, Darlin,l(hurn, N.S.W. 20!0.
l'li (02) 211 0499 Fax (02) 2111 1867

Inspired by the American Names Project and based on folk art traditions of quilting and sewing
bees, The Quilt Project is a nationwide campaign to memorialise those we have lost In the AIDS
epidemic.
The Quilt is composed of fabric panels, each bearing the name of an individual lost to AIDS,

designed and completed by their friends, lovers and families. The panels will then be stitched
together by volunteers to the main panel sections comprising the quilt.
The Quilt Project has three goals:

I To provide a positive and creative means of expression for those whose lives have been
touched by the epldernlc.

II To illustrate the impact of the AIDS epidemic by showing the humanity behind the
statistics.

Ill To encourage support for people with AIDS and their loved ones.

The Qulll Project Is a memorial to those who have died of AIDS. There are no membership fees as
we have found much support from many organisations who have provided us with all of the
requirements we needed In order to set up the project. We envisage !J periodical letter to those
people contributing panels, keeping them Informed of the progress and various di splay venues of the
Quilt.
Following our experience in creating panels for the Names Project Quilt which Is based In San

Francisco and was displayed in Washington DC In October, we decided to create an Australian Quill,
It too will be made from Individual memorial panels, each 6 feet (1.83 metres) by 3 feet (0.91 metres),
bearing the name of someone who has died of AIDS or ARC. When the Quilt has reached a suitable
size it will be displayed at appropriate events (Mardi Gras, Stc;>newall week). Details of course will be
published well in advance. Hopefully it may even go on tour.
To create a panel, choose firstly a non-stretch durable fabric as the background and hem It to 6

feet by 3 feet. If you select 2 metres of any fabric, 1 metre wide, you will have more than enough to
hem. Each panel must be hemmed so panels can be sown together to create the Quill, and of course
ff they are not all the same size problems will occur.
Some suggestions for your design are appllque, fabric paint, stencil and collage. The Quilt will be

folded and unfolded many limes so remember this when you create your panel. We suggest Involving
families, friends and co-workers lo help design and create your panel.
Also take time to write a page about the person memorialized, who they were and what they meant

to you. We also hope you can enclose a photograph of the person too. When submitting your panel
please enclose the following details:-

1. The name on the panel
2. Name/s of maker/s
3. Relationship
4 Address In full
5. Phone number

We are also seeking donations from individuals and businesses of unwanted fabric, haberdashery,
and sewing implements and yes, even sequins.

CONTACTS: ANDREW CARTER
RICHARD JOHNSON
(02) 35 7 1359

mosaic of memories 6
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,

THE QUILT TWIN CITY TOUR
The Quilt Project will be displayed at the Me l bourne Mid Summa

.Fes tival in late January and at the Sydney Ga~1 N Lesbian Mardi Gras
in mid February.

Panels for this display are required by 15 Ja.nuary 1989.
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Talkabou1
AZT AND BEYOND

:.

AZT is an antiviral that
inhibits viral
replication. It does not
cure AIDS. The least it
will do for you is to
stop your T4 cell count
from falling so fast. It
can even sometimes cause
T4 cells to rise for a
time. It can extend
life. Refer to ACON
AIDS fact sheet 0AZT for
Beginners" for a good
overview of this drug,
including its history,
the Australian
experience, its chemical
structure, mode of
action, benefits, side
effects and the
alternate names of this
compound (ACON October
1988).

Although AZT has
side-effects, they are
not as bad as dying from
the lack of it. Your
AIDS specialist will
closely monitor your
response to the drug.
Most people don't have
too many troubles with
AZT. The earlier you
take it after your T4
count falls under 200
the less the side
effects, and the greater
the extension to, and
the quality of life.

There 1s a trial running
currently in Sydney for
peop~e between 200 to
400 T ce 11 s. It is a
double blind placebo
controled trial. Half of
the subjects get real

'AZT, the other half a
placebo. The capsules
look the same as each
other and have no
markings. Regular AZT is
a white capsule with a
blue band. You need some

sort of alarm clock to
remind you to take your
dose at regular
intervals.

As AZT is better
tolerated by healthy
patients, the question
to be answered by this
trial is: "Is it better
to give early
intervention with AZT,
or will we exhaust the
efficacy or tolerance to
AZT before it is really
needed?" Nobody has a
crystal ball and both
sides of the arguement
have merit. My guess is
that it will show that
AZT is best started when
T4 cells fall below 300
instead of 200, the
present elligable level
(unless you already have
ful 1 AIDS).

Anyway, some patients
who refused AZT when
first elligible, began
treatment later when
they got really sick but
didn't do so well as
they might have if they
started AZT earlier.

AZT: a perspective

I meet a lot of people
who are offered AZT by
their AIDS specialists.
Because I have been
taking AZT for 18
months, they ask me all
sorts of questions. I
don't mind answering
except that I don't want
to be responsible for
their decision.

Lately I have met some
people who were quite
afraid of even starting
AZT because of the

possible side-effects.
Let me assure you of
some relevant facts:
*Most people don't have
any difficulty starting
AZT at a 11.
*Those that do ,
experience difficulty
are taken off AZT
invnediately, to be
restarted after a rest
from it.
*Those people usually
adjust to the drug after
a few false starts.
*You will be closely
monitored by your AIDS
specialist, at first
weekly, then fortnightly
and monthly.
*If you experience any
difficulty you should
consult with your
specialist or a GP who
you have chosen for
their expertise in AIDS
*Your specialist at the
AZT dispensing hospital
or clinic will modify
the dosage given to
optimise the benefits to
you and minimize
side-effects.
*The dosage could be
red~ced, or perhaps
better, you could be put
on "Pulsed Therapy" -
say 4 weeks on full
dose, 2 weeks off; or 2
weeks on/2 weeks off; or
4 on/4 off, to allow the
body to correct itself.
*The doctor who
prescribes AZT is the
best judge of this. It
1s, however, your
responsibility to tell
doctors exactly how you
are feeling and to
discuss your concerns
with them.
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*If your haemoglobin
(red cell) count goes
under 10 they will give
you a transfusion and/or
modify the AZT dose. A
blood transfusion only
takes one night in
hospital and is not
painful.

After my transfusion I
felt like a new man -
and rushed out of the
hospital to find one!
AZT is, of course, not a
substitute for safe sex.

*You probably will
tolerate continuous
full-dose AZT for at
least 6 months before
you have to modify the
dose or receive a
transfusion or two.
*Even then it is worth

persisting with AZT
despite the
inconvenience to your
busy social 1 ife or the
fear that the end of the
world is near. It 1s not
over yet!

I have been on AZT for
18 months. After the
first 6 months
continuous full-dose AZT
I needed my first
transfusion. Since then
I required two more
transfusions while my
specialist adjusted my
AZT dose to keep my T4
count up and the
haemoglobin (red cells)
up without needing any
more transfusions. This
was done by Pulsed
Therapy of two weeks

·on/two weeks off. This
worked much better for
me than half dose
continuous AZT. In fact
my red eel Is climbed
back to normal and my T4
cells stabilized. When

the T4 cells started to
fall again after 28
weeks on Pulsed Therapy
my doctor and I tried
various on/off periods.
We found that a week off
AZT was not enough for
my red cells to recover
so 3 weeks on/1 week off
was changed to 4 on/2
off. We shall see how
that goes and readjust
if necessary. I'm also
taking Fansidar to
prevent PCP as well as
vitamins and minerals
from the ACON vitamin
co-op.I am also
meditating twice daily
and going to a weekly
emotional support group.
I'm too happy and too
busy to die just yet!

The last three years
haven't been entirely
without anxious moments
but I have enjoyed the
extra time that AZT has
bought me very much. I
feel that AZT robs me of
some of my previous
energy but if I didn't
take it I am quite sure
I would not be alive
today. I have never been
brave enough to ask a
doctor "How long do I
have to live?". It is a
silly question because
doctors don't have
crystal balls1

My personal case history

After finding out I was
Ab positive in December
1984, I was diagnosed as
full AIDS in December
1985 as I had a very·
aggresive Lymphoma. This
was life threateningi so
I was categorized as
Group 4 (Category A in
the old system) - full
AIDS.

In December 1985 I had
surgery. In March 1986 I
had radiation. Agressive
chemotherapy started in
October '86 to February
' 8 7 . I am st i 1 l i n
remission! Six-weeks
after the last
chemotherapy infus~on my
hair, which had fallen
out, started to grow
back like peach fuzz and
my T4 cells shot up to
double what they were
before chemo started. So
much for the theory that
chemotherapy is
immunosuppressive!
Temporarily it is,
because when I asked,
during chemo, "Doctor,
what are my T cells
doing?", he looked over
the top of his
half-frame glasses and
said rather wisely, "You
don't want to know!" But
the chemo must have had
a devastating effect on
the HIV because after 6
weeks of recovering from
the effects of the last
dose of chemo my T4
cells went from 190 in
October '86, to 386 in
March '87. They then
started to fall. They
started me on AZT when
the count got down to
300. That remained
between 300 and 225
until 10 weeks ago and
are now at 130. That
fall is disappointing,
but AZT is not
guarenteed for ever.

I am now classified as a
"long term survivor" (3
or more years). That is
really excellent for
full AIDS with a
Lymphoma.

and beyond ...
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Well! Apart from
excellent medical
treatment what is the
secret of my success?
I'm not entirely sure. I
smoke, drink, stay up
late, eat whatever I
like. I refuse to
sacrifice pleasant foods
or activities. I do,
however, strongly
believe that my twice
daily meditations and
weekly emotional support
group at Albion Street
clinic with Petrea King,
does a lot more than
just reduce my stress
levels! I think that a
little stress isn't bad
for you. But I believe
that DISTRESS is quite
unhealthy. If 1 ffe is
too distressing you
won't want to live in
it, and may catch a
death wish!

I have done a great deal
of personal growth
(courses and books) that
have helped me to enjoy
life more today than I
ever did before AIDS. I
am curently studying the
top (western) new age
book on attitudinal
healing. (Quite a lot of
long term suvivors in

the USA are also
studying "A Course in
Miracles" (a miracle is
a shift in perce~tion).
Easier books by Gerry
Jampolsky or Louise Hay
can also help you live
more happily. They all
teach foregiveness. I
learned to deal with my
fear of death and
subconscious rubbish
like - the wish to die,
my victim consciousness,
sexual and other forms
of guilt and projection,
all of which was like
pointing the bone at
myself. I discovered
that I'm a good bloke
after all! I had to
adopt a positive but
realistic attitude to
death. This involved the
acceptance that my body
may die although I
(spir~t) would never
die. Meantime I decided
to accept life as it is
here and now. I had to
change the way I
perceived the world. I
didn't want to stay in
1t the way I saw it, and
AIDS was my ticket out!
"No one loved me! " (I
didn't love myself
actually). Once I
started to accept and
love the inner me I

discovered that lots of
people had always loved
me, but I had refused to
accept the i r 1 ove. ( I
could only accept love
from a lover - rather
s i 11 y rea 11 y ! ) .

,
Facing the probability
of death prompted me to
shop around for a more
realistic concept of
God. The old god I was
brought up with reminded
me of the angry
revenging poltergeist in
Spei lbergs movie! My
research into the area
of new age spirituality
was quite fruitful. I
had always refused to
accept that .I would burn
in hell for being a
poofter! I learned that
the real God is like a
"force field of love"
and that this love is
inside us all, even me!
And God, being pure
Love, does not judge,
criticize, condemn or
torture anyone. Even
poofters! So now I feel
even more gay and happy.

May the force be with
you!

Peter
December 1988

f-•
THE
NUCLtOSILH:
TllYMIDINE

H AZT
A thymidine analogue in which
the hydroxyl group (OH) hu
been replaced by an uidc
,;roup (N,}
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The Loving Touch Of Petrea King
Even as I lay on the bed
dying, the doctors
fliting around me,
unable to do anything, I
knew that if I asked God
to save me and somehow I
recovered, I'd have to
go to church every week
for the rest of my life
to thank him. And that
would be worse than
living an eternity in
he 11."

I've always subscribed
to the cynic's view when
it comes to religion and
although I can't
remember who uttered
this gem, I felt it
expressed my feelings to
the eternal question
every agnostic asks
themselves in a
life-threatening
situation. A bit i i ke
taking out an insurance
policy on the
after-life, and if I was
right all along then no
harm.

So when John kept saying
he was healed, with that
serene, tranquil
expression that you
associate with religious
l ooneys, it seemed as if
he had finally flipped.
After all, John is in

remission from AIDS and
cancer of the lymph
gland and spleen, a
living cocktail of
terminal conditions.

But John, (not his real
name) pointed out he
wasn't ~ured.

He had learnt to face
all the fears he had of
dying, so now he could
appreciate life, living
every moment instead of

moment-to-moment.
Healing came from peace
of mind.

For John, the healing
process started when he
attended a therapy group
run by naturopath and
counsellor, Petrea King.

"When I first went to
Petrea I took along a
bag containing about 20
pill bottles," John
explained. "'There were
various alternative
remedies that kind
friends had rung me up
and told me I should be
doing. There was vitamin
that, and this herb and
that herb. I use to
rattle.

'"I told her what was
wrong and that I was
taking all these pills,
she said how could I
help you? I unzipped the
bag and emptied all the
pi l ls on to the floor
between us. And I just
burst into tears.

.. It was like people were
being very supportive,
and all these pills were
supposed to work, but it
just was n ' t working . It
was very very
frightening.

"I've cried many times
in this disease, and I'm
here to tell you that
real men probably don't
cry but men who are real
do cry. I think I've
become more real. I've
become more 1 r. touch
with who I am.

Petrea ex~ 51~~ this
healing pr8cess as peace

of mind, discovering how
to be more alive rather
than looking for ways to
die gracefully.

"When we know how to
live in the fullness of
life, then we die
extremely graceful,l,y.
This creates the perfect
enviroment for the
healing process to take
place, because healing
is peace of mind.

"Many of the people I
nurse through their
dying are healed.
Because all the old
bitterness or
resentments or angers or
frustrations are melted,
and there is just peace
there."

Petrea King is one of
those magical people who
have learnt from their
own harsh experiences
and apply that knowledge
to help others.

Five years ago, Petrea
was diagnosed with
myeloid leukaemia and
told she had less than
ten weeks to live. When
she started to ask
herself what it meant to
die, she felt part of
herself hadn't lived,
the part that
contained all her
feelings. So rather than
thinking her way through
life, Petrea began to
explore her feelings.

with love and help from
her family, Petrea began
the difficult path to
remission from the
leukaemia.
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Rather than rely on
conventional religions,
Petrea shuns them and
the beliefs that are
attached to them.

"If I built a 1 ife that
had no pain in it, " she
explains, "it didn't
have a great deal of joy
either. By being willing
to have my own pain -
from whatever source
that might come - has
allowed me to be alive
alot more. So I feel
alot more pain now in
having people die".

"Yes 1t is tragic and
sad but there is also
someting very high and
very right about it as
we 11 · .

An important part of
Petrea's· living therapy

is physical contact,
through touch, holding
or massage. A young man
who had contracted AIDS
began crying when Petrea
massaged him for the
first time, explaining
that no-one had ever
touched him before
unless they wanted
something.

"Touching proyides a
tremendous amount of
emotional support··.

"You cannot wa 1 k in on
someone and say hi, how
do you feel about dying,
but you can always ask
them if they would like
a foot rub or a back rub
or massage. This creates
the right enviroment so
that the person can talk
about what is closest to
their heart. "

Talkabout
Petrea King holds weekly
therapy groups at the
Albion Street Clinic and
has written a book on
her treatments called
"Quest for Life". and is
available through most
bookstores.

She also holds
weekend-long therapy
sesions at Goulburn.

,,
Petra can be contacted
trough the Albion Street
Clinic (ph 3324000).

author: Malcolm Jones is
a freelance journalist
who has gratefully
contributed this article
to our first newsletter.

DO IT IN A CONDOM

Aids Council of New South Wales.
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OZONE
Until very recently we
were told ozone is a
protective layer of the
Earth's atmosphere that
gets destroyed by the
rising fleuro-carbons from
our deodorant and Fabulon
spray cans. Now, it seems,
a group of researchers
have found a positive use
for ozone for people with
AIDS. At a public seminar
in Sydney in October this
year, Dr Michael
Carpendale, principal
investigator at the San
Francisco Veterans
Administration Medical
Center, presented data on
the treatment of PWAs and
PWARC, and experiments in
vitro, of ozone (03).

Ozone 1s an esta~lished
purifying agent for water
and sewerage and has been
used by some therapists in
Germany against cancer. A
Dr Kief is reported as
curing AIDS v i ct tms " by

ozone treatment, and now
the technique has been
taken up by an
organization in the US
called Medizone. The group
received a US patent
approval by the US Food
and Drug Administration in
1987 to experiment with
ozone therapy on human
subjects.

The theory of ozone
treatment appears simple.
Dangerous foreign
organisms like HIV are
"anaerobic", meaning they
have a low tolerance of
high levels of oxygen in
the hosts blood. By
introducing tolerable,
non-toxic levels of ozone
into the blood,
"hyperoxygenating" it, all

lipid enveloped viruses
such as HIV are destroyed
while leaving the blood
cells unharmed. Ozone is
not usually injected
directly into the
bloodstream. Rather the
blood is extracted first,
infused with ozone and
then returned to the body.
Alternately ozone can be
administered anally, the
preferred method for the
treatment of chronic
diarrhoea.

By this method a Dr Preuss
in Germany has claimed to
"cure" 10 people with AIDS
conditions by actually
removing th virus from the
patiets blood altogether.
Dr Kief's claims, although
not so extravagant, appear
encouraging in that he
reports a treatment of
ozone administered 2 - 3
times a week for a 6 - 8
week period resulted in
increased T4 cell counts
in patients. Similarly, .
Carpendale claims
increased T4 cell counts
and reduction of diarrhoea
in 2 patients with
AIDS/ARC.

Ozone therapy is now
available in Sydney at a
cost of around $35 - $50
per treatment and a number
of PWAs that I spoke to
who receive the treatment
reported increased energy
and feelings of well being
for a period after
treatment. While ozone
therapy may be
administered by a
practitioner, it is also
possible to purchase
portable ozone making
machines for self (anal)
administration at a cost

of approximately $5000
from practitioners in
Germany. A few of
Carpe~dale's clients in
the US are reported to be
self-administering and
doing well by it.

While these results &ppear
encouraging in an
atmosphere where the
medical establishment
offers very few
alrternatives, a few
cautionary notes may be in
order.

Firstly, ozone therapy has
not yet been r~ported for
scientific scrutiny in any
medical peer review
journal, the conventional
channel for sounding out
new treatments. Because of
this, and the very
anecdotal reports
available to date, it is
impossible to evaluate
ozone therapy in a manner
sat,sfatory to the
scientific establishment.
One may argue that placebo
controlled testing of new
proceedures may not be
ethical for patients with
little therapeutic
alternatives, but this
does not preclude
practitioners from
administering treatment in
a more rigorous manner,
for example with larger
patient samples, and
reporting their results in
an accountable fashion.

Secondly, many patients ,
both here and in the US,
report being on other
treatments or health
regimes whilst undergoing
ozone therapy. It is
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therefore impossible to
determine if ozone is the
causitive agent, a
co-factor to improved
health, or of no benefit
at a 11.
The claims of removing
virus from clients blood
should be treated with
caution. While free virus
may not be present in the
blood, no tests have been
done on patients to
determine if tissue was
free 6f virus. It is also
incorrect to interpret a
reading of antibody
negativity as meaning a
virus free condition. It

is simply an anti-body
free condition, extremely
improbable in a patient
who had produced
antibodies in the presence
of a foreign virus, except
when near death.

Finally, of course, is
cost. For those who are
incapacitated by illness
th~ potential costs of a
treatment whose
effectiveness is unknown
is a difficult decision.
For the convinced, a full
years continued treatment
program could entail from
$2 - 3000 in expenses.

These notes are offered as
an introduction to the
alternative treatment of
HIV infection with ozone.
Because of the paucity of
information available it
is difficult to make
judgments as to its
efficacy at this time.
Ultimately it is the'
decision of the individual

.who must judge the costs,
doubts and possible
benefits of such
alternatives.

Robert Ariss

DEXTRAN SULPHATE
This drug definitely works
as an anti-viral against
HIV in vitro (in glass)
but is unproven as an
anti-viral in humans.
Trials are currently
underway in vivo (in
humans) in the USA at the
San Francisco Hospital.

Where this drug was once
thought to be effective by
itself it is now suspected
it would be better used in
conjunction with AZT.
Though trials are still
underway in the US to
determine its
effectiveness used this
way, at this stage it
looks like it will in fact
be ineffective primarily
because the drug may not
readily be absorbed into
the blood. Hence the drug
will not be effective
taken in pill form. There
is also conflicting data

on T4 cell response and
P24 antigen response
(Antigen is part of the
virus detectable in the
blood).

Usual recommended dosage
is 300 mg pills 6-18 times
a day, ie. 1800 to 5400
mg/day. Higher doses
sometimes cause diahreoa
but this may cease apon
withdrawl of treatment of
over 3 000 mg/day,
resting, then redosing at
less than 3 000 mg/day. No
other side effects have
been reported despite
warnings that plateletts
should fall. Because they
do not, this is an
indication that there is
no absorbtion into the
blood.

Price is about $300 per
1000 pills from Japan or
$400 per 1000 pills from
local

agents
This buys a supply good
for 18 weeks at 8
pills/day for 80 kg body
weight

If you go out of your way
to get this drug, get your
GP to monitor you. Don't
drop your AZT dose or
other medications. It
isn't worth the risk of
following the half dose
recoovnendation from the US
on this writers
experience. However, it is
possible it would have
some beneficial effect at
a high dose with full AZT.

If any readers have
experience with this drug,
good or bad, with or
without AZT, could you
please contact us. Few
people have managed to get
this drug so we are keen
to hear the Australian
experience.
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AL721

This drug still sounds
promising even after 4
years of inadequate
research overseas. It is
not a cure but a mild
antiviral. The
anti-viral theory sounds
plausable. Some good
results have been
received in trials in
the US, Israel and
France, proving
effectiveness in
reducing P 24 antigen in
trials of less than 20
people. More than 60% of
subjects responded well.
One patient is reported
to have experienced
clearing of KS lesions.
Some good anecdotal
reports have also
filtered through -from
overseas.

Being a food, AL721 is
completely non-toxic
with no side effects
experienced. Only taste
is reported to be
unpleasant. AL 721
requires refrigerated
storage. The US
recommended dose is 20

gm/day. It can be taken
as a food, for example
in orange juice or on
toast, but no oil, fat
or milk can be ingested
for at least 1 hour
after.

A trial will start in
Sydney in 1989 through
the Albion St clinic.
Participants will be 15
HIV positive people with
T4 cell counts between
200 - 400 and and who
are P24 antigen
positive. People on AZT
or participating in any
other drug trials are
disq~alified. There will
be no placebos
administered in this
experiment. It is hoped
that the substance will
produce a drop in P24
antigen levels.

If you qualify make sure
you get in on this
trial. It is possible
this stuff could work,
at least for a while,
and if it doesn't, it
can't hurt you! It's
better than doing

nothing, especially if
you are P24 antige/1
positive (as well as
antibody positive).
Follow instructions to
the letter please - we
need clear answers from
this trial. If there
isn't enough AL721 to
fit you into the 15
places of the trial,
then contact us and
bitch about it. It is
these kind of trials
that should be
encouraged however
trials limited to 15
tend to yield
inconclusive evidence
and merely confuse the
issue. Samples of at
least 30 are desirable.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
REFER TO:

AIDS Council of NSW
("AZT for Beginners")
Albion St library
St. Vincents fact sheets
Project Inform
literature ("AIDS
Treatment News", USA)
AIDS Hospital
specialists
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HIV HOUSING

During the past-four
years, I assisted more
than 500 people at the
Department of Social
Security with H.I.V.
related problems. It is
not unreasonable to
estimate that close to
90% of those people faced
housing difficulties.

90% of P.W.A. 's are gay
men. In a couple
situation, high
disposable incomes, no
kids - they are seen as
highly desirable tenants
by landlords and agents.
They can afford
exorbitant inner city
rents but what happens
when they fall ill?

Following a positive HIV
result or sudden chronic
AIDS related illness,
many experience severe
lifestyle disruption and
readjustment;
relationship, friendship,
familial breakdown or
crisis to eviction. HIV
completely changes their
lives and naturally their
attitude and outlook can
be drastically altered.
A positive attitude may
result in no change to a
small percentage, they
continue to work and
maintain their previous
1 ifestyle.

What does Social Security
offer? A paltry $15 a
week rent assistance for
invalid oens toners , _$10 a

week for sickness benefit
recipients after a 6
month waiting period?
With average Sydney rents
nudging close to the $100
a week mark for a single
person, D.S.S. offers
little.

There are enormous links
between stress and
immune-deficiency.
Following a positive
result or sudden illness,
enormous pressure exists
to continue to work to
meet heavy rental or
mortgage coovnitments? A
sudden onslaught of gas,
Telecom and other bills ,
whilst leading a hand to
mouth existence on D.S.S.
payments frequently
results in health
deterioration.

What is available?

The overall situation is
grim, however we do have:

Bobby Goldsmith
Foundation
Through the Foundation
Housing Project it offers
7 beds on a
medium/long-term basis
for gay men only. These
are currently fully
occupied.

AIDS COUNCIL
At the end of January
1989, 6 permanent single
units will be available
p~ying market rental and

a further 6
semi-furnished single~
units (on a temporary
basis) for PWA's awaiting
priority housing.

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
Application by PWA's must
be made for priority
housing on grounds of
disability or medical
condition.A recent
consultative mechanism
was set-up by ACON's
Welfare Officer, Anne
Malcolm, comprising
Department of Housing
officials, CSN, PWA's and
coovnunity-based agency
representatives working
in the HIV area.
Department of Housing
Disability Unit officials
(shortly to have their
positions abolished)
stated the maximum
waiting time for priority
housing (20% of
fortnightly benefit or
pension) was 4 months.
In my experience, up to 6
month waiting period is
not uncorrrnon.

Applications are
considered on an
individual basis at
committee level twice
weekly. At present,
there are 78 people 1n
the 4 areas of Sydney
awaiting priority
housing. A list of phone
numbers and addresses for
Dept. of Housing Area
Teams is provided later.
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When applying, ensure
your application is
specific. Identify your
specific needs i.e.
mobility, access to
medical services. Your
application must be
accompanied by a letter
from an AIDS Social
Worker (contact Anne or
Ms Lesley Goulburn at St
Vincents) or other
professionals. Address
your application to the
"Team Leader", al low a
maximum of 2 weeks.
Ensure you ask for their
name and direct line.
Personal contact is the
best way to assist you
application. The
Department will also
subsidise private rental
whilst awaiting priority
housing.

Private Rental:

Department of Housing
can assist anyone able
to manage in the private

market with bond,
relocation costs and two
to four weeks rental
subsidy.

Supported Housing
Program:
A minimum of 2 people is

required; although few 3
or 4 room dwellings come
up and single parents
are naturally considered
priority given this
fact. You will be
issued with separate
leases, so you own
rental remains at 20% of
your fortnightly
income. If one lessee
moves out, you have 6
weeks to find a new
person, otherwise the
Department chooses
someone from their
waiting list.

Supported Acc011Y11odation
Assistance Program:

There is an urgent need
for this type of
accorrrnodation for
HIV-related dementia.
Recently 4 patients were
using palliative care
beds at Prince Henry
Hospital. A submission
for such a project is to
be written in the near
future as it is seen as
priority that such
people receive supported
acconvnodation.

Mortgage Relief:
The Housing Department
provides short-term
financial assistance
(unspecified) to persons

suffering serious
difficulties related to
'unforseen events' and
your gross "househo 1 d~'
income must be less than
$44 000pa.

118: AIDS Related Hostel

Ph: 360 1489
Short term accommodation
on l y p rov i d i n g
acconmodation, emotional
support, food and
"security".

It is envisaged the
ongoing consultative
mechanism with the.
Department of Housing
and other agencies will
continue, to minimise
some of the great
difficulties faced by
People Living with AIDS
and housing.

Authors:
Ms Lin Broadfield and
Paul Young

Lin Broadfield was
employed until recently
at the Tenants Union
until its abolishion by
the Griener Government.

Paul Young formerly
worked at D.S.S. Bondi.
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Pegartment of Houslnq Area TeffilS.

Teem 1. (City, Redfern, Alexandria, Darllnghurst, Woolloorooloo, Kings X)

Phone: 2827266.

Teem 2: (Eastern Suburbs)

Phone: 3896900.

Team 3: (St George, Sutherland, Cronulla)

Phone: 2827233.

Teem 4: (Inner West - south of Parra-rntta Rd)

Phone: 2827244.

Tezm 5: (Inner West - north of Parra-rntta Rd and North Shore)

Phone: 2827255.

For Parrc:YTBtta, Mt Druitt, Penrith and Lidcarbe/Auburn areas, -ca l l
Parrffi"Btta office: 6354122.

For BankstOM1, Fairfield, Liverpool and ~lltOM1 areas call Liverpool
office: 8216111.
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.PEOPLE l_I_~l~G - WI Iti......B1Q_$_L~-~-~J.

APP LIC_AT ION_ FOR ..__H_E_HB_E_RSH 1:,P
El,IG I~ I Ll TY _FQ8. N[tjij~_R_$J:HJ~:

The following persons shall be eligible to be admitted to membership by
direction of the Steering Committee:

(a) All persons who identify as being infected with the Human-Immuno
Deficiency Virus, either as positive to the antibodies to the virus, or as ,
being diagnosed as having AIDS or an AIDS-related condition, and

(b) All persons who identify as living as partners, lovers or spouses of
people infected with HIV.

(_c) All persons who identify as close family, or as close personal friends
who care about a person infected with HIV.

(d) All persons who identify as having been eligible for membership under
the above clauses with respect to a person who has died as a consequence of
an AIDS-related illness.

(e) Other persons may be admitted to membership by resolution of a Forum
meeting of the organisation in acknowledgement of their identification with
people living with AIDS and their voluntary contribution to the well-being
of the organisation and of People Living with AIDS.

I have read the above rules and am-eligible for membership.

Signature:

Name: (Please PRINT clearly):

Address (for Hailing):

Postcode:

Telephone No:

Are you willing to have any other member know your name and add,·ess? YES/NO

Are you publicly open about your membership? YES/NO

Please return to: P.L.W.A. (NSW)
PO Box 1359
Darlinghurst NSW 2010
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.P.EOP_LE __ L:I VI NG... _ W).T.H......A.I.D.S__ ....(J{S_W_)

,VO LU_N.T,E E_R ./.....T A.S.K..... G_ROU.P......M.E_M B_E_R_S_H_ Ip
P.L.W.A. (NSW) urgently needs volunteer assistance in a number of areas.
If you are able to offer support in any way, please complete this form and
return to:

P.L.W.A. (NSW)
PO Box 1359
Darlinghurst NSW 2010

,

NAME:

CONTACT PHONE NUMBERS:
-- -- .. ----·--- -

--· .. -- - - - -- -·· 'WORK I

- - -, • • - --- • I HOME'

1 am able to help with:

NEWSLETTER

FUNDRAISING

DAY CENTRE

ACON SUPPORT SERVICES/OTHER SERVICES
(We will provide information on request)

ADMIN ASSISTANCE/MAILOUTS

LIVING WELL II CONFERENCE
FEB. (We need lots of help!)

Other skills/ interests I have which may be of assistance are:


